
A CRITIQUE OF FREDRICK JACKSON TURNERS THESIS ABOUT THE

IDEALS OF THE AMERICAN WEST

When Frederick Jackson Turner quietly announced his Planning of Research, Historical Scholarship in America. (New
York . ning of the West in Dial, 73 (August, );. Merle Curti Sveaas Anderson, analyzed the genesis of Turner's ideas by
using six . Lokken, "The Turner Thesis: Criticism and Defense, ".

The numerous Indian wars provoked by American expansion belie Turner's argument that the American "free
land" frontier was a sharp contrast with European nations' borders with other states. This meant that old
practices of agriculture that the pioneers had brought with them were no longer effective, and that the
frontiersman was one who learned to master the environment through new agricultural innovation. But even
within Western and frontier history, a growing body of historians has contested Turner's approach. Frederick
Jackson Turner and the frontier thesis 3Considered as the founding father of Western history, Frederick
Jackson Turner is famous for a lecture he gave in , entitled "The Significance of the Frontier in American
History". According to Bancroft, the Germanic germs had spread across of all Western Europe by the Middle
Ages and had reached their height. After his graduation from the University of Wisconsin in , Turner decided
to become a professional historian, and received his Ph. Besides, the openness suggested by the recent
interpretations may be a way to bring the West back to relevance on the national stage. It takes him from the
railroad car and puts him in the birch canoe. Riley wants too much of Turner. Turner was not
gender-conscious at allâ€”a "settler" could have been man, woman, boy, girl, grandma, grandpa, uncle, aunt,
dogâ€¦ and the list goes on. And it has characteristics all of its own, that distinguish it from the other regions of
the United States. Aware of the provincialism of their history in an era of globalization, New Western
Historians themselves have called for, in the words of Patricia Nelson Limerick, "comparative studies of
processes of colonialism and imperialism, [to locate] the region in the big picture of world history" Limerick ,
5. The particular environmental situation to which these individuals were subjected directly affected their
economic and social development. Throughout the twentieth century, historians have tried to assess the
significance of the West, regarded, by some critics, as "the most distinctively American part of America"
Bryce  While Turner, in spite of his sweeping assertions and fuzzy definitions, wrote a national history, the
New Historians limit the scope of their analyses to the westernmost part of the United States. From colonial
times to the late 19th century, Turner argues, the value of individual labor and the ubiquity of opportunity
contributed to American democratic ideals and discouraged monopolies on political power from developing. It
gained further acceptance among those who were of the same background as Turner, children of the closing
frontier. Kennedy, White House photo portrait, looking up Subsequent critics, historians, and politicians have
suggested that other 'frontiers,' such as scientific innovation, could serve similar functions in American
development. Norton and Company,  It was democratic and nonsectional, if not national; "easy, tolerant, and
contented;" rooted strongly in material prosperity.


